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Release Notes 
Version 

Release date 

23.3.1-ST 

17/4/2023 

⚫ Core: Users were unable to log in to Sentral using single sign on (SSO) 

Version 

Release date 

23.3.2-ST 

⚫ Dashboard: A security vulnerability associated with the Portal login page was identified 

and remediated 

Version 

Release date 

23.3.3-ST 

21/4/2023 

⚫ Wellbeing: Suspension data from Wellbeing to Scout was not syncing correctly, resulting 

in multiple entries for a suspension 

Applicable for NSW Department of Education (DoE) schools only 

Version 

Release date 

23.3.4-ST 

26/4/2023 

⚫ Attendance: The Attendance Overview screen for a student was showing an incorrect 

attendance percentage 

⚫ Curriculum Reference: Improvements 

— Provided updates to subjects from the NSW Australian Curriculum – for Stages 4, 5, 5.2, 

5.3, 5.4 

— Provided updated Competencies for VET subjects 

— Provided updates to subjects from the NSW Australian Curriculum – for Early Stage One to 

Stage Three 

— Added indicators for the new English and Mathematics subjects in the new Digital 

Curriculum – for Early Stage One to Stage Three 

— Added indicators for the new English and Mathematics subjects in the new Digital 

Curriculum – for Stages Four and Five 

— Added indicators for the new English and Mathematics subjects in the new Digital 

Curriculum – for Life Skills 

— Provided updates to subjects from the NSW Australian Curriculum - for Stage Six 

Version 

Release date 

23.3.5-ST 

26/4/2023 

⚫ Improvement: Updated functions around automated provisioning of Life Skills GO 

Sentral module 

Version 

Release date 

23.3.6-ST 

27/4/2023 

⚫ Attendance: Absence responses sent via the Portal could not be viewed in Attendance | 

Notifications | Responses 

Version 

Release date 

23.3.7-ST 

27/4/202  

⚫ Attendance: Portal responses for absences were not appearing in Attendance | 

Notifications | Responses 

Version 

Release date 

23.3.8-ST 

2/5/2023 

⚫ Timetables: LISS GetClasses command would return an error 
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Version 

Release date 

23.4.0-ST 

22/5/2023 

 Academic Reports 

Improvements 

⚫ Course Results List component: Added a configuration option to control whether a score 

of zero will be counted as unmarked when determining whether to print unmarked course 

results 

⚫ Updated the Grade Distribution report to allow course results to be grouped by schema 

as well as by subject 

Issues resolved 

⚫ Previous scores would display incorrectly when multiple subjects were linked to one 

schema 

Academic Reports | [Reporting Period] | Export Data | Grade Results 

⚫ Reports: Course Results List component: The component would not respect the Use 

Decimal Values in Course Results setting 

The component now displays decimal places in the mark. 

⚫ The My Comments screen could fail to load in cases where a large number of comments 

had been saved 

My Comments now has pagination implemented to ensure comments can always be viewed 

successfully. 

 Admin enquiry 

Issues resolved 

⚫ Search: Using Search Household to look for a father's surname did not get any results 

despite the father being on the system 

The Households | Search Households function has been updated to search against a contact's 

first name and/or surname as some data sets received by Sentral do not directly correlate a 

contact as a mother or father. 

 Attendance 

Improvements 

⚫ Added an edit timestamp to absence comments 

When updating an absence comment, the timestamp will now be stored to allow for 

understanding of when a comment was modified and added. 

Issues Resolved 

⚫ An error would display when generating grid roll sheets 

Attendance | Reports | Grid Roll Sheets 

⚫ Roll sheets reports could not be generated by year level for non-numeric year levels 

such as Kindergarten 

⚫ The Sickbay report would not generate data when filtering against options other than 'All 

Students' 

⚫ Double-clicking the Save button during processing of bulk absences would result in 

duplicate absences 

School Attendance | Bulk Absences 

⚫ Setting students to absent in bulk would not apply correctly to the second period in 

cases where multi-period marking was in use 

⚫ An error would display when users tried to generate a Progress Report 

Attendance | Administration | Exports 
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Continuum Tracker 

Issues resolved 

⚫ The Student Report PDF would incorrectly count clusters that had been deleted as 

'Complete' when considering a student's highest completed cluster 

Dashboard 

Issues resolved 

⚫ Portal Messages: Schools were not able to send portal messages for some activities 

An activity can now only be selected if one or more students are added in the Attendance list. 

Activities without student attendance are not available for selection. 

⚫ Widget: Preview of certain videos included in the Staff Broadcasts widget would not 

display properly 

Security Issue 

⚫ Sign In: Staff Sign In would sometimes produce an error when sign ins happened 

Enrolments 

Improvements 

⚫ Export: Added the SA based NAPLAN Student Enrolment export which is required in text 

format 

Issues resolved 

⚫ Households: The error message warning that all households are marked as non-

residential was showing up when there were household/s already set to shared or 

residential 

Enrolments | [Student Profile] | Associated Households 

⚫ Enrolment: An error message would sometimes display when users were trying to save a 

pending enrolment for a student 

A relevant error message now displays when the Previous School Start and End dates are not 

populated with a valid date. 

⚫ Export: Adhoc export was not properly filtering out students who were no longer 

enrolled when using the 'Currently Enrolled Students Only' option 

Enrolments | Exports | Adhoc Export 

⚫ Enrolment: The Address Collection export was exporting Year 6 students as Secondary 

instead of Primary 

Fees and Billing 

New features 

⚫ Debtor Setup: Added ability to specify debtor types for exclusive portal invoices 

Setup Fees, Billing & Payments | Fees, Billing & Invoicing Settings 

The existing setting has been renamed. 

— The setting was called 'After publishing invoices to Portal only show invoices in Portal for 

debtor contacts that are linked to the Portal user accounts'  

— The setting is now called 'Hide a debtor's invoices in the Parent Portal if the portal user is 

not linked to a debtor contact'.  

The way this setting works has changed.  

— The setting previously applied to all debtors.  

— The setting now allows you to specify the debtor types to which it will apply.  

For debtors of the selected types, invoices and payment requests will be hidden in the Parent 

Portal if the logged in portal user is not linked to one of the debtor contacts. This setting can be 

used to ensure that invoice details are only available to the appropriate portal users in split 

family situations.  

To link a portal user to a debtor contact: 

— Navigate to Registers | Debtors Register. 

— Search for the debtor in the Debtors Register. 
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— Select the Setup Exclusive Portal Invoices button. 

Issues resolved 

⚫ Parent Portal: Online payment would not update an activity notification 

If a Portal user paid for an activity online, then selected the View Details button for the activity 

notification in their Home feed, the student was still shown as UNPAID. The details now update 

correctly to show the student as PAID. 

Health 

Issues resolved 

⚫ Incursions: Incursion Detail Types could be removed even though there were incursion 

entries already created with those detail types 

System logic has been updated to ensure Sick Bay incursion detail types cannot be removed if 

they are currently in use.  

Incursion detail types that are not in use can still be removed successfully.  

The warning message that informs users why an incursion detail type cannot be removed has 

been updated. 

Interviews 

Issues resolved 

⚫ The booking confirmation email included information about joining a virtual meeting 

even though no online session was offered 

The confirmation email no longer displays references to the online sessions and joining links if 

an online session is not selected in the interview setup. 

⚫ Selecting the hyperlink to modify an existing interview's unavailability record would 

display an incorrect staff name 

Issue Tracking 

Issues Resolved 

⚫ Report: The list of tasks on a printed report didn't match the list of tasks shown on the 

search results screen where the report was generated from 

Kiosk 

Issues resolved 

⚫ A layout display issue was adjusted in the visitor Kiosk section so that all menu items 

appear in a proper layout 

⚫ Kiosk slip printing was creating an incorrect second page without any content 

⚫ The on-screen keyboard was not displaying on the Kiosk Authorisation screen 

Users are now able to authorise Kiosk absence reasons using the onscreen keyboard. 

Markbook 

Issues resolved 

⚫ The Import icon was missing when selecting the option from the Actions menu within a 

markbook 

Messaging 

⚫ Responses: Users had to scroll horizontally excessively to get to the Save button if a 

message response contained a large amount of text 

Text wrapping introduced into the display style for responses so that the Save button and other 

action elements remain on the screen without excessive scrolling if the response contains large 

amounts of text. 

Plans 

Issues resolved 

⚫ Signature lines would still print on Health Care Plan PDFs, even when the option had 

been disabled 
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⚫ User interface: A broken plans user interface was shown for certain students when their 

Plan screen was loaded 

⚫ Plans generated as PDFs could allocate space incorrectly, leaving large gaps between 

sections when printed 

⚫ Attempting to print student plans in bulk would result in only the last selected student 

plan printing 

⚫ Plans with long or detailed sections would truncate when printed 

Plans that fit this scenario can now be generated in landscape format to alleviate spacing 

issues. 

Portal 

Issues Resolved 

⚫ Parents were unable to submit family amendment requests via Portal 2 

This functionality has now been added in Portal 2. 

⚫ The list of continuous assessments published via the Portal was not displaying in 

chronological order 

The list now displays in descending order with the most recently published assessments 

displayed first. 

⚫ Text displayed on the Portal Interview Booking screen viewed by parents was incorrect 

'Click if Interview Not Required' text has been updated to 'Not required'. 

⚫ Students were unable to select an activity via the Portal 

Students can now select an activity as long as the activity has capacity to add more students. 

⚫ Viewing attachments from activity messages was not working properly 

Portal Console 

Issues resolved 

⚫ An incorrect message in the Portal Console indicated emails were sent successfully 

when no email in regards to family keys were sent 

⚫ The wording within Absence Notification Newsfeed referred to a link that was not present 

The label has been updated to: Your child ________ has been marked as absent on ____. 

Please click the link below (if provided) or access the Absences section to explain your child’s 

absence. 

The wording changes were made to achieve consistency in the portal message because 

absence notifications from Newsfeed do not contain a link.  

⚫ The Select All button on the Email Family Key list did not select all checkboxes 

Portal Console Setup | Parent Access | Family Keys | Email Family Keys 

⚫ Schools were unable to allocate unused keys to parents 

⚫ When attempting to send emails for Family Keys, a warning message about insufficient 

keys would display even though enough keys were generated 

Portal Console Setup | Parent Access | Family Keys 

Resource Booking 

Issues resolved 

⚫ Bookings: Recurring bookings could be attached to the wrong periods in cases where 

the timetable's period structure differed across different school days 

Sentral Setup 

Issues resolved 

⚫ Attempting to delete a student photo could result in a 500 (white screen) error in cases 

where a school had a large number of photos uploaded and attached to students 

⚫ The information text on the Browse Photos screen for staff photographs incorrectly 

indicated that the user would be browsing student photographs 

⚫ Sentral Setup: District office phone was incorrectly set to be a required field 
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Staff Absences 

Issues Resolved 

⚫ Absence: Attempting to create an absence for a selected staff member would result in a 

Timeview error and fail to add the staff member to the absence record 

Student Profiles 

Issues resolved 

⚫ Timeline: The Detentions label within the Wellbeing module when renamed (for example 

to Reflections) would display incorrectly in the Profiles module for detention related 

timeline entries 

⚫ Export: The Student Summary export had a reporting period dropdown which didn't work 

to control the attendance data being generated 

The dropdowns between Reporting Period Data and Attendance Data have been separated so 

that it is now possible to select which calendar year to generate attendance data and reporting 

period data. 

⚫ Flag: Certain manual flags linked against students are shown duplicated 

⚫ Flags: Certain automatic flags were not being auto applied to students if the data 

associated with the particular flag was too large 

⚫ Assessment: The Student Assessments table would display all rows of data in a single 

row when it was meant to span multiple rows 

⚫ Export: The student's Export Summary didn't show any Academic data when the option 

to print academic data was selected 

⚫ Plans: The Plans list screen would fail to load if there was an old created plan where the 

created date was set to earlier than the term dates available on the system 

Timetables 

Issues resolved 

⚫ The display of a timetable Holiday would span beyond the number of table rows 

⚫ Bulk printing of student timetables would fail in cases where a multigrid timetable was in 

use 

Visitors 

Issues resolved 

⚫ In Kiosk, schools were able to incorrectly delete a user record while the visitor was 

checked-in. 

Deletion without a valid check-out record has been blocked. 

Wellbeing 

Improvements 

⚫ Added the ability to view information about suspensions broken down by category on a 

student's Wellbeing screen 

Individual category tallies have been added to the Summary section. 

Issues resolved 

⚫ Creating incident records could intermittently result in a Sentral Exception error 

⚫ When exporting Wellbeing data from Profiles, data associated with inactive students 

could be incorrectly excluded 

⚫ Large or complex pinned reports could cause performance issues when loading the 

Wellbeing home page 

⚫ The name of the Detention Comment field would not update to match a custom name 

applied to ‘Detentions’ within Wellbeing 

⚫ A copied incident that was allocated to the same student as the original would not 

generate an automatic notification 

Configuration has been added within the Notification Options section of Wellbeing setup to 

determine whether these incidents will generate automatic notifications. 
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⚫ Headers for separate incident details would not display correctly in incident exports 

 


